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ABSTRACT
Black English Vernacular (BEV) is spoken in more or

less pure form by many, if not most, of the inner-city students
attending college under plans like open enrollment. In cities; most
blacks, Puerto Ricans, and many other non-native speakers speak or
can speak a form of BEV. The prevalence of BEV in elementary and
secondary schools of'the inner. city is even greater. BEV is a dialect
of English which is infinite in scope and fully capable in principle
of expressing anything which can be meant in any dialect in English.
However, most English teachers neither speak BEV nor know anything`
about it. To negatively evaluate a paper written in BEV is to
contradict the humanistic view of the value of each individual and
the goal of English teaching as maximizing personal human
growth -- which is a position we cannot hold either politically or
pedagogically. All teachers of reading and writing must make clear to
their students the differences between written and spoken language
using situations and the concomitant differences between written and
spoken language conventions. This can and should be done for all
speakers, for written and spoken English are different for all.
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Yes, Virginia, There is a BEV
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I am going -to assume several thingsi
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First,- that there is a Black English vernapOlor which is spoken in

more or less pure form by many, if:not most, of the inneroityv students

attending college under plans like open enrollment In our cities most

Blacks, Puerto - Ricans, and many other NonNative speakers speakorcan

speak a form of:BEV. The prevalende of BEV in eleMentary and secondary

school-0 of the inner city is even greater.

Second, that BEV is a dialect of English which is infinite in scope

and fully capable in principle of expressing anything which can be meant

in any dialect in English.
2

It is perfectly true, of course, that most

BEV speakers don't use it in these ways, but that is another issue.

Third, that most English teachers don't

spoken it). And many neither understand it,

All of those positions can be (and have

speak BEV (and have never

nor know enough about it.

been) fully documented. There

are arguments about the precise linguistic nature of BEV, about its early

history and geographic spread, about its effects on early school perform,

ance, but x thtnk we heed not trouble ourselves with them here.
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The thesis I would like to propose here is that a position like:

You can't give en A to a paper written in nonstandard English," in,

both a POLITICAL and A PEDAGOGICAL position and that if we believe in

;what W9 say we believe - that is in the humanistic view of the value of

each individual and that the goal of English teaching is to maximize

personal human c/rowth - then it is a position we cannot hold either polit-

ically or pedogically.:

Before arguing my case I'd like to clear away a bit of underbrush

to make plain what I am not talking about. I am not talking about whether

or not to give grades. Whether we do or don't we are by virtue of our

role going to be viewed as and view oursel/es as evaluators of student

writing in some faOion. Nor am I pretending that I don't value or

speak (and write) standard American English (SAE). I do and I do and,

therefore, I am not arguing that anyone - black or white, native or non-

native speaker - should not learn to write SAE if and when he or she wants

to.

What I am concerned to define and explicate are some positions that

we as English educators should take in helping our students to deal with

one of the most crucial pedagogical Problems they will facet what to do

for their high school and college students who write papers in BEV. what

do they do, in other words; for a studerit who'writes the following paper

to-an assignment to-respond to the question ',Who are you ?!' as posed by

five specified People.

kco about tic arrest you -.

name boor do I` look
a hinci*U=PigiliiiWt441g *W-Y6CleinZ!N4i 644#01)*
you you'hiad i410aWjac154-'041gOtiOi400,io**-thii-
ti th0 Wbtdii. Wain e7dOing!-anythilg td
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make you try to arrest any how my name Martin Roberts. Oh you
are the wrong guy. Next time Be right because I'll shot the snot
out of you.,

II. Whitey interview.ng you for a job .-

Hi whats happening man do you have any job open, I am &very good
sales men had 7 years experience in stores catlots and factories
anything you name I've had it. What you reasons for quiting all
these job, see when I get a man I won't one that is responsible
of being hear. If you salary is right, yoU have a:xesponsiblerOat
working for youAoday,'tomorroW and the neXt'dayH Well you is,on.
Who my name is martin Roberts, let gO back to my office.

III. Your girl friend --

Hell-o whats happening baby how are you feeling. Well I am feeling
alright' jUst thingking of What was the mean of being with that girl
lost night. Map I dont noyhat yOu are talking about, you no I
wouldn't nothing like that b4by. But, Hep;:you did, woman I'll
take you mine out, and pinch it and see if itwill'iu0P if veil don't
believe me well you best thing. Ok honey I'll be right.

IV. Your closest friend or same sex, late at night, as conversation gets:-
very 00$.0!44

Hay man I mewbroller Man X am in serious trouble man :I got
steeling some potato chips, now I have to pay out 100 dollars for
just one simple thing. Do you parents no abOut it yet, man I dont
wont them to fine out about that they beat the mess o t of me with
my cloths on. Well we'll fine it out what we can do.

V. A child whom you have just met --

Hi, man, my name is Martin what is your's Old Blacks the snot
catcher I catches any thing you can let loose Well theta go man
because I have some Bugger in my nose that is ready to fly. Well I
do other things besides that I play sports, now thats vhats happen-
ing lets See what going down in the park 0 K man.3

Before coniideOng the paper and its pedogogical implications 1 would

like to make clear why this is a POLITICAL question. Anyone who watched the..

Nixon team in action on,the tube last Bubmer or'listened to 'the-Johnson boys'

defense oemprotective'redotieh strikes" should not'need to be told that

0*guageluestions are AlMoat'always'pofitiOW-guestions. .P6Oso Of' us who
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have read George Orwell at bedtime always knew they wore.

The central point here is that whether one takes the viewpoint of

linguistic theory or the broader one of socio-linguistics the significance

attached to the differences between spoken BEV and spoken SAE are based on

social, economic, and'political factors which stem from who speaks what,

when, and to whom rather than anything based in the language systems them-

selveg. There are, of course, wide distinctions among speakers of both

dialects but the between groups differences are not as great as the within

groups differences. In fact, the street culture of the inner city may pUt

more stress on superior,verbal performance than any other American sub

culture, My point essentially is that the value attached to spoken BEV

stems from the power possessed by those who use it, and if it were the

dialect of Wall Street and Scarsdale, it would be the prestige dialect in

our sdhools.

As a language, in fact, BEV has certain advantages of precision and

regulaiity lacking in $8, Do cite but two eXamples, the SAE present pro_

gressive

(1) he is working

is used to express both a present activity and an habitual activity or

state of affairs. This distinction is captured by the BEV which uses (2)

to express the former and (3) for the latter.

"(2) ho working

(3) he be working

Similarly the number of irregular,past participles (the:so-called -strong

verbs* $A0)` has!been eoi siaerably redu6ed'ililEV'thUe4erMittinq emuoh

simPleiliA4-more-regulary-grammatiOaloriition c'tverbsAik411, kUri;

04tain dedoribe is mcre--tbeil4r.
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Such issues are irrelevant here, however, because the question of

superiority of one dialect or another must be asked in terms of the culture

or cultures in which the dialects are used. In fact one of our tasks as

English educators must be to help our students sea the political and

cultural implications here and to realize that the notions of a "standard"

dialect (and, by implication, of non-standard ones) are not those of

absolute but relative value - and that those valmes can vary at leatst on

historical, regional, and social-class grounds.

One of the difficulties in doing this, however, is the incredibly

Powerful gut-based linguistic snobbery that almost all of us have. 'Since

I am sure that English teachers have this disease more strongly, thP1

most, it will not be enough to deal with such questions intellectually

and abstractly. We must learn how it feels to speak a stigmatized dialect

and to recognize the emotional impact of being told that we speak funny

(or bad or stupidly). Linguistic prejudice is no more rational than

any other kind an3 rational explanations will not wholly eradicate it

The political and pedagogical astocts of this issue merge when we

consider the English teacher particularly in his or her robs as a writ-

ing teacher. While the goals of human growth through language develop-

ment do not necessarily require that any student change the dialect he or

she speaks (in Bernstein's terms all dialects are equally capable of being

used in an elaborated code and in LabOvit there,is just as much logio in
-4

-BEV as in SAE) , both the economic realities of our culture and, more

'important,,the nature of our schooling proce0s46 require that a'student

who WisheS to-Attain cOuddesa in. our educational- sYStefiviiiAst 'generally- be
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*40-to WRITE in Standard Written English (SWE). The, issues merge be

cause whether one views the nation's schools as the great eqUalizer or

the great sorter, it has consistently been assumed that teaching'SWE is

part of the English teacher's task.

By SWE I mean simply » and I hope non-controversially - those con-

ventions of punctuation and usage and spelling as well as certain facets

of vocabulary and grammar which are characteristic of contemporary rhetorio.

I don't mean to imply that I am unaware of stylistic variations or levels

of usage, only that most of that kind of variety can be encompassed in

what I take to be SWE. A more precise definition would be desirable, but

I don't have one az hand.
5

One of the important reasons why SWE is important to learn to read

and to write is that many (but not all) of the feC-ures of dialect varia-

tion which (or please) our ears disappear in the written form. People who

speak Standard Atlanta American or Standard Boston American or Standard

Chicago American may sound very different, but they don't write or. spell

differently. The point is even clearer when one consider* the differences

in the spoken English of Australia, Canada, England, and so on. The very

abstractions captured by the, English spelling System which sometimes

make it hard to learn also have the positive effect of makihgjt flexible

across dialects much as Mandarin Chinese is. It would be a great loss

either to tamper with this marvelously flacile-international writing,

040m :or to deny to arty student the olvortunitVtolearnillee
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We must be careful to recognize, however, that our "Standards" for

written English must not become too inflexible. To say that all student0

should acquire skill in SWE neither means that all Student writing should be

written in SWE nor that SWE is an unchanging system. Promoting language growth

may require many types of writing some of which should be essentially speech

written down and emphatically NOT in SWE , while some of which must be in SWE.

Further we must not forget that Shakespeare's SWE is not ours, and that the

faure conventions of SWE are hard to predict even with Fowler or Strunk and

White at our elbow.

Assuming for a moment that we all agree that one of our goals for the

students of our students is the acquisition of skills in SWE, then how do we

help them get them there? And how do we help them help writers of papers

like the one I distributed? Can they given an A to a paper written in N$WE?

Without presuming to give a complete answer to these questions, X think

it is safe to offer some suggestions and, perhaps most important, Some caveat

about things we would not have our future teachers do. Chad that we should

not do ourselves.)

The first caveat is that acquiring skills in SWE need not mean any change

in the way one speaks. Changes in pronunciation and in some aspects of

grammar are separable from changes in writing and reading ability. Our

spelling system is not phonetic and it is no harder -to learn,it if one lives

in Atlanta than in Boston. Similarly few, if any, Of us talk-as a writer of

SWE writes. Therefore we all have to adapt our language system to meet the

reqUirementeof SM We need-do so, however,-Ohlylte rliad-and Wiite 4100 our
.

-0611144tiesrotepeeoh can sail *1-1-uhAietiirb04.
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Theiefore, my first suggestion is that all teachers of reading and

writing must make clear to their students the differenee0 between written

and spoken language using situations and the 4concomitant differences be."',

tween written and spoken language conventions. This.can'and should be done

ter all speakers, for written and spoken English are different for 411,, The

degree of difference mayNary and will therefore require a different emphASis

here, but the basic process is similAr across dialects

The paper I distributed is a clear example of this problem. I don't'

much care whose fault it is. The demands of written English require that

different speakers be identified with quotation marks, by paragraphing and

with sentence final punctuation. The failure to do this in the paper

makes it hard to read but such questions do not, as far as I am aware hal.#e

anything at all to do with S'candard vs. Non- Standard English. And learning/

teaching such conventions has nothing to do with politics or class in a

differentiated sense, because everyone has to learn them. You may acquire

an upper-class accent at your mother's knee but there is nothing natural or

automatic about learning how to use -quotation marks,7

The second caveat is that for language development to take place and

for the acquisition of writing and reading skills,_ segregation is the worst-

-policy, The particularly insidious se§reqationl hairs in mia0.4-that which

7 In-the diScU0S4on of the paper prank O'Hara Oestioho4:its-vali4ity as an
example Of .-theicihd:Of-' we are- `trying` VY, inorobtVi

14440_
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"tracks" those students who don't have the skills into classes, frequently

non-credit, with others who also don't have them. While this may have the

virtue of isolating the "dummies" in hopes of preventing the infection of

the "real" students (is dumbness really catching?), it also guarantees that

virtually all of them will stay there until they get discouraged and quit,

Anyone who has looked even briefly at the literature on language conformity

to group Harms knows that if one wants to b.; part of the group one Must talk

like them. (In Labov's terms only the "lames" - those kids who can't make

it with their peer group . turn to the school as a source of value and

therefore lose or never acquire a full command of the BEM- Therefcre'Puttillg

kids with BEV language skillsl'habits and attitudes together assures us that

most will never see any value in reading books in swn or in writing on sub.

jcots and for audiences who require SWE. If they don't do either, they will

certainly never master SWE themselves.

The second suggestion, therefore, is that "remedial" reading and

writing ()lasses should be abolished and that heterogeneous grouping be em-

ployed with as widely divergent students as possible. Only by doing this

will all students become real students who can learn to value SWE not as a

replacement for their vernacular but as an addition to their linguistic

repertoire. This is not to advodate either bi-dialectalism or eradication

of "sub-standard" dialects, but rather to value linguistic and cultural

pluralism and to give some experiential content to the view that diffekeht

leVelS of language must be used-in different contexts. if we value CilltUral

101urgilism146 must also value linguistic pititralism even.while striving tor

some uniforMityln some typegrof written'EnOish,
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The paper at hand also can show us the value, of this approach. I

don't know anything of the composition of the olass it was written in, but

I am sure that the paper could have been improved - again without reference

to dialect .. if it had been written to a diverse student audience. Any

writer wants to communicate something to someone. (This is, of course, often

not true of schoOlwriting, which only demonstrates that most of it is not

writing at all.) If the someones one is writing to are a diverse group who

don't all share the same background of experience, the pressures on the

writer to use a language they have (or can have) in common (i.e., something

approaching SWE) are much greater. Immediate audience feedback from a

valued audience as the class is likely to be or can become can help to bring

clarity and itttpact in much more effective ways than any teacher judgment

from the Olympian heights of Aristotelian rhetorio.

My final caveat is a brief ones not al] student papers should be

written in SWE. This was stated in passing earlier but it cannot be empha-

sized too strongly.

If the writer of the paper we've been looking at had been clear and

used the conventions of written English, his communicative purpose would

have been badly served by using SWE throughout. If he is to really catch

his own voice and that of those he'is talking:tp he must-use BEV if that is

the_way they really talk in those contexts. The purpose of the assignment

after all was to answer the uestion "Who are'you?" and it is not asassign,

tae4'which-ShoU14-in006 or eqUire a aeceptiviii 441ilwar

114hest 148-wiWA40e0rWattSOWtreammut04
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We must give As to some papers written in Non-Standard English be-

cause sometimes they are written in the beat way they can be. If we want

our students to grow and develop as language users and as human beings they

must know who they are and not have to pretend to be someone else. Learning

to write SWE should help them become what they can be, but they do not have

to learn it at the cost of denying who they are.


